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Abstract
Pune is a city growing at a phenomenal pace; the city center has become entwined with activities
of all sorts. Amidst this rise in pace, growth and development of the city which is apparently
evident from the number of multinational and national companies (both public and private
sectors along with PPP’s), the hospitality industry, in terms of hotels, restaurants, wellness
centers, etc. has also risen considerably.
This study has been aimed at identifying the measures taken by hotels which have begun
operations in the past decade and also those which have established themselves over time, to
maximize their revenue in Pune, with respect to seasonality of the business. The use of
marketing strategies, the effectiveness of these strategies and the reasons for their
implementations, has been studied in this research.
Another important factor now-a-days in the marketing sense, is that of guest loyalty and the
repeat business that they provide, hence it is essentially important in the scope of the study.
The outcome research helped to realize that in the past few years the economy of Pune in the
post-recession period is gradually gaining momentum. The ARR-average room rate continues
to remain low as compared to the years 2007-08 but has shown an upward trend recently based
on the data from HVS Survey 2012-13.
Keywords: (growth, development, IT, revenue, seasonality, strategies, ARR)
Need for the study
Pune city with its boom in infrastructure, IT & Software, transport and other industries has led to
the formation of a corporate culture which is unique, diverse and expanding. To cater to this
“corporate crowd,” it has been observed that the number of hotels in the city, restaurants and
other personalized service delivery organizations (facilities providers) has risen. Yet, efficiency
of these hotels in earning revenue and in providing services to the guests has hardly been
researched.
This study is an attempt to explore the steps undertaken in the selected hotels to maximize
revenue; and also to understand how the same, if handled in the right perspective, could lead to
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increasing profitability thereby requiring the need for change. Sincere efforts have been made to
understand how the hotel industry, which is known for being very dynamic, fast growing and
developing, would survive and grow under a very competitive situation.
Objectives


To study the demand of revenue for the Hotel industry in the city.



To identify the various marketing strategies and revenue management techniques used in
sample hotel in off and peak seasons to increase the revenue.



To study the impact of seasons on revenue and suggest remedies to maximize profits.

Thus, the study is aimed at understanding the current level of competition in Pune market when
it comes to hotels, the study will aid in understanding the necessary steps taken by the hotels to
keep in business and maximize revenue.
Hypothesis
The current revenue management techniques applied by the star hotels in Pune city aids in
optimizing the revenue.

Scope
The study focuses on the aspects of Revenue Management and Hotel Marketing.
Limitations


The study limits itself to the findings in Marketing strategies and Revenue management
techniques implemented by the selected population of hotels in Pune city.



The study will also be reliant on the data provided by the hotels and the authenticity of
the same.
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Research Methodology
The basic method of collection of data used in this study was survey: Different surveys were
conducted in order to gather views from the managers and supervisors, for this purpose,
questionnaires, interviews and field visits were designed.
The research data was collected with the aids of questionnaires designed to gain information
regarding the marketing strategies implemented by the hotels; the relevant financial data was
taken from the secondary sources, namely HVS Annual Surveys, financial statements of hotels
and the data regarding loyalty systems and their packages were got from the websites of the
individual hotels in the sample size.
Sample size
The study pertains to star hotels in Pune. The total population under study is 5 hotels in Pune
(inclusive of hotels in the three star, four star and five star categories).
Result and discussion
During the research the following fact was revealed that….

(Fig.1 Annual Occupancy Percentage of various star categories of hotels.)
Out of the sample, all the hotels responded that the 2 nd quarter i.e. the months from May –
August are the off season in the Pune city. It is also noteworthy that this is the monsoon climate
in the city. Thus like many other cities in the state of Maharashtra, unlike certain resorts, the
majority of business hotels in Pune face the off-season in the monsoon.
Since Pune has majority of the hotels concentrated in the areas of high growth and infrastructure
development and very few suburb hotels, the city scenario can be easily seen to be dominant on
the business clientele.
80% of the hotels have stated that the off-season occupancy is round about 30%, which is
roughly half of the annual average occupancy level stated by all to be over 60% and roughly in
the 65% to 70% bracket.
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Most of the 80% hotels with the off-season occupancy of 30% happen to be 5 star hotels,
whereas the lesser star category hotels have stated to a higher occupancy percentage in the offseason. The star categories other than the 5 star hotels have also stated to a higher annual average
occupancy figure of approximately 80% which is higher by almost 10% as compared to the 5 star
hotels.
Thus, occupancy wise, it is easily seen that the 5 star category hotels have a lesser share of
market as compared to the other star category hotels. But, it is also worth noticing that the 5 star
hotels have a larger inventory as compared to smaller organizations i.e. they have to sell more
number of rooms as compared to a lesser star category hotel.
(Fig.2 Off-season Occupancy percentage of various star categories of Pune)

Thus, it is even more challenging for a 5-star hotel to sell more rooms in the cut throat
competition as has become prevalent in Pune.
This leads to certain measures being taken by the 5 star hotels in Pune to maximize room sales
and thereby revenue the first of which is:


Higher expenditure on sales and marketing – 5-star hotels in Pune like any other city
have dedicated teams of sales and marketing responsible for tapping the market and
getting as much business as possible. The revenue manager works in tandem with the
sales and marketing team to decide on the room rates and quotations at which the
hotel rooms and other facilities are to be sold during the particular period of time.
This is done after establishing the prevalent market conditions and taking into account
the rates offered by the competition.



Guest Loyalty – In this concept, the guests are given loyalty cards which accumulate
redeemable points often in terms of money which can be utilized by the guest after a
number of defined stays with the hotel. Often chain hotels issue loyalty cards to
guests who also find it a means of saving money but moreover, it includes their
presence in a select cadre of people to visit a particular 5-star prestigious hotel
repeatedly.
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Packages and Discounts – During off-season, a number of packages and discounts are
offered by the 5-star hotels either on their website or the online travel agencies
(OTA’s); this is a great way to reach a number of people and advertise the product at
a very affordable rate.

It is evident then that it is mostly the five-star hotels in the Pune city that have a guest loyalty
system in place which works in the most efficient manner.
(Fig.3 Percentage of Hotels having guest loyalty system)

The apparent drop of 50% occupancy of the most hotels going from the annual occupancy into
the lean season hasn’t caused a lot of flutter amongst the hotels in Pune who do not provide very
heavy discounts or additional benefits to loyal guests for occupancy during the off-season. They
provide certain benefits like F&B discounts but hardly any packages. Room rates on a general in
the city are low during off-season but that can also be attributed to the rate parity among the
competing hotels in Pune city.
Fig.4.- Percentage of Hotels Providing Additional Benefits during off season

Only 25% of the 5 star hotels in Pune have agreed to give the benefits of a complimentary room
or a package which gives heavy monetary discount, that too, to the loyal guests and on group
bookings above a certain number of rooms being sold.
Market Segmentation
The major market segments targeted by the majority of hotels in Pune are as follows:



Corporate



Crews



Groups
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MICE



FIT’s (Free Individual Travelers / walk ins)



OTA’s (Online Travel Agencies)

These constitute the overall segments which provide business to the hotels in Pune city.
During the off-season the segments which provide most business to the hotels in Pune in general are:



FIT’s



OTA’s



Groups
Sr. No.

Segment

Percentage of Business
during off-season.



FIT’s

20



OTA’s

15



Groups

5-10 (depends on size)

(Fig.5 Tabular representation of various segments and the business they provide)
Most of the hotels state that on an average more than 10% of the guests staying or in house are
loyal guests the number is slightly higher again for smaller hotels but not too high to make
differences.
It can thus also be concluded about the Pune market, that the guests tend to stay loyal to the
hotels they have been visiting over a given period of time and in general the loyalty systems if in
place tend to get repeat customers for the organization.


Secondary Data (FHRAI Indian Hotel Survey 2012-13)

Seasonality
All major cities except Goa saw occupancies peak in the second half of the year i.e. the months
of November, December, January, and February. Typically of Pune experiences weekly
occupancies peak from Monday to Thursday, while a leisure destination like Goa sees better
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occupancies in the second half of the week and weekends. This is consistent with the primary
data findings.
Average Revenue Analysis of Pune
Average revenue analysis means the evaluation of revenue of the hotels in Pune. The survey
conducted by HVS-international gives the following details regarding the average room rate of
hotels in Pune from 2007-2012 (annually).The ARR for 2007-08 is Rs 4927, 2008-09 is Rs.
4951, 2009-2010 is Rs. 3921, for 2010-11 is Rs. 3140 and 2011-12 is Rs. 3293. The year 200708 shows comparatively more ARR which is close to Rs. 5000. However, by the end of 2011-12
it declines to Rs. 3293, which is almost Rs. 1600 less. Similarly, average occupancy level of the
hotels is recorded 76.5 % in 2007-08, and it further declines constantly to record 53.2 % in 2011-12. The
decrease is almost by 23 %.

Fig.6 Tabular representation of average room rate and occupancy percentage in Pune
Year

2007-2008

2008-2009

2009-2010

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

ARR

4927

4951

3921

3140

3293

3693

Occp %

76.5

65.5

53.2

53.3

53.2

57.6

(Source: HVS- international survey report 2012-13)
According to HVS-international’s survey report, the departments of hotels that generate revenue
are: Rooms, Food and Beverage, Banquet and Conference, Telephone and other minor operated,
and Rental and other incomes. The Average of the Revenue generated by these departments
during the year 2004-2012 is shown in the table below (annual generation of revenue).
(Fig.7 Tabular representation of average revenue generating departments for hotels in Pune)
Department

Rooms

Average Revenue Generating Departments
2004 2005-

2006-

2007-

2008-

2009-

2010-

2011-

2012-

-05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

2013

60.7

77.8

72.2

75

67.6

71.3

73.4

72.35

53.2
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Food

& 14.4

16.9

22.1

19.5

22.2

20.85

20.7

20.775

25.4

& 18.4

2.7

1.5

2.1

5.4

3.75

1.7

2.725

10.5

& 1.2

1.3

1.2

1.25

0.65

0.95

0.8

0.875

0.8

0.9

0.4

0.65

1.5

1.075

2

1.5375

1.7

0.5

2.6

1.55

2.6

2.075

1.3

1.6875

4.7

Beverage
Banquet
Conference
Telephone
other
Minor

1

operated
Rental & other 4.3
income

(Fig.8 Average revenue generating departments – bar diagram)

Source: (HVS- international survey report 2012-13)
(Fig.9 Average Revenue of 5 and 4 star category hotels from various sections in Pune)

The above Figure indicates the average of the revenue of the five and four star hotels in Pune as
per the survey conducted by HVS international for the years 2007-2012.
The Table Shows the average of total Rooms per hotel and average occupancy along with the net
income figure complete with Departmental expenses and departmental revenue for the various
revenue generating departments as shown prior. The figure is for the fiscal year 2012-2013
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Source: (HVS- international survey report 2012-13)

Results:
In order to prove the hypothesis, the researcher collected data through financial statements of the
sample hotels, survey report of HVS international, questionnaires (to the supervisors and other
staff), and interviews of the managerial level personnel. This data was scrutinized, classified,
examined and compiled in a manner suitable to the study. As every sample hotel arranged its
financial data in a different manner and under different heads, it was difficult to compare and
analyze them. Thus, to maintain uniformity and to make the data usable, the heads or
classification of the expenses done by the public limited company was used as a standard.
Further, the operating heads also differed from one sample to another. With this regards, the
operating heads as revealed in the HVS international (the HVS international was examined
carefully) were assumed in the study.
The null hypothesis holds true as it can be seen that even with the growing competition in Pune
the hotels have kept the ARR in check and not letting it fall too much as compared to the
previous few years which saw a downward trend.
Pune city continues to grow and so does the number of new hotels coming up, the market
although seems saturated with the number of hotels at present continue to thrive on the basis of
the apt revenue management techniques applied backed by strong marketing techniques.
Findings


Five Star hotels focus on marketing their product to major companies.



Non 5 star category hotels rely on the service delivery and various market segments to
ensure profitability.



Repeat business is the most major source of business for hotels in Pune, this holds true as
Pune is not a resort destination.



Almost all of the 5 star hotels have a Guest Loyalty system which helps them in keeping
track of the guest satisfaction and also getting repeat clientele.
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Non 5 star category hotels rely on the rapport with FIT’s, Corporate tie-ups, and OTA’s
to maximize their revenue and gain business.



The average annual occupancy however was seen to be higher for the non 5 star category
hotels even without the kind and amplitude of marketing done by the 5 star hotels.



Off-season period in Pune is in the 2 nd quarter of the year. This is the end of summer to
start of monsoon period and business declines by up to 50%.



The 5 star category hotels provide special seasonal packages to maintain a particular
amount of revenue.



The non 5 star category hotels are reliant on the group bookings, OTA’s and Walk-ins
(FIT’s) during the off season.



The annual occupancy trend as shown by HVS seems to be picking momentum and has
shown a slight increase as compared to previous years along with the ARR, this might be
the start of future upward trend, although dependent on a lot of other external factors
altogether.

Conclusion
The research shows that the current trends followed in the Pune city, the management of any
organization in its attempt to maximize revenue must understand the current trends and its
market share as a whole.
The management must develop with time a module or a system to identify these trends on a daily
basis and thus develop an MIS (Management Information System) to forecast the trends of the
future. This has major implications in:


Budgeting


For department



Annual organizational budgets / master budgets



Forecasting



Planning

Also, making important decisions regarding various aspects of revenue for e.g. what should be
the average per cover cost in the restaurant in a particular month of a particular year, etc.
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The point in having an MIS system is to understand and monitor the ever changing
market and adapt accordingly by proper decision making.
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